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Whengranulocytes are labeled with diisopropyl-
fluorophosphate (DFP32) and then returned to the
circulation of the donor, the labeled granulocytes
are distributed in a pool of cells which is approxi-
mately two times larger than that calculated from
the blood volume and the concentration of granu-
locytes in the circulating venous blood (1, 2).
This pool has been referred to as the total blood
granulocyte pool (TBGP) and it consists of two
subcompartments or pools. These pools have
been designated the circulating granulocyte pool
(CGP) and the marginal granulocyte pool (MGP).
The size of the CGP can be calculated from the
blood volume and the absolute granulocyte count.
Equilibration between the granulocytes in the CGP
and in the "noncirculating" or MGPis sufficiently
rapid and complete to allow these two pools to be
considered as one kinetically, and the size of the
TBGP can be determined by the isotope dilution
principle. Since the cells are removed from the
TBGP in an exponential fashion with a mean
half-time disappearance (Ti) of 6.6 hours, the
granulocyte turnover rate (GTR), that is, the
number of granulocytes turned over through the
blood in a unit of time, can be calculated.

The purpose of this paper is to present data on
the GTR in normal subjects, as well as additional
data on the size of the TBGP, CGPand MGPin
normal subjects. The influence of steroids, physi-
cal exercise, epinephrine and bacterial endotoxin
on these parameters in normal subjects has also
been studied.
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Several preliminary reports of this work have
been published (3, 4).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Twenty-five volunteers from the Utah State Prison,
in addition to the 45 subjects previously reported (1, 2),
were used in these studies. All of the subjects were nor-
mal healthy males, 20 to 50 years of age, with normal
leukocyte values. The subjects ate breakfast at 6:00
a.m. and the infusion of labeled blood was begun be-
tween 8:00 and 10:00 a.m.

The methods for labeling blood in vitro, for the isola-
tion of leukocytes from the blood samples, for the deter-
mination of leukocyte radioactivity, and for the calcu-
lation of the TBGP, CGP and T± have been described
in previous publications (1, 2, 5).

The GTR, defined as the number of granulocytes
turned over through the blood each day per kilogram body
weight, was calculated from the following equation (6):

GTR= 24 X 0.693/Ti (hrs) X TBGP (no. cells X 107/kg).

The DFP32 was purchased from the New England
Nuclear Corp., Boston, Mass., as a dilute solution (1.0 mg
per ml) in sterile, anhydrous propylene glycol. The con-
centration of DFP was determined in our own laboratory
by a modification of the method of Marsh and Neale
(7). The specific activity of the material at the time
it was used was 74 to 224 /Ac per mg. Except when noted
otherwise, DFP32 was added to the blood (400 to 500
ml) in the bag in a concentration of 0.3 1Ag per ml of
whole blood.

RESULTS

TBGP, CGP, MGP, Th and GTR in normal
subjects. The values for the total blood granulo-
cyte pool, circulating granulocyte pool, marginal
granulocyte pool, half-time disappearance and
granulocyte turnover rate in normal male sub-
jects are presented in Table I. The pool sizes
were determined on a total of 70 normal subjects,
including the 45 subjects previously reported (2).
The TA and GTRwere determined on 45 of the
70 individuals.
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TABLE I

The total blood granulocyte pool (TBGP), circulating granu-
locyte pool (CGP), marginal granulocyte pool (MGP),

half-time disappearance (Ti) and granulocyte turnover
rate (GTR) in normal male subjects

Determined
Determination Mean 4t SD* range

TBGPX 107/kg 65.0 22.4 33-117
CGPX 107/kg 31.7.7 11.1 15-54
MGPX 107/kg 33.3 16.0 9-79
Tj (hrs) 6.6 1.16 4-9
GTRX 107/kg/day 179.9 74.3 86-341

* Standard deviation.

To determine the reproducibility of these param-
eters in normal subjects, studies were carried out
in four subjects and repeated in the same sub-
jects 1 month later. The concentration of DFP32
used was 0.15 jug per ml of whole blood rather
than the customary 0.30 pg per ml so that the
amount of radiation which each subject received
was not increased. The results are presented in
Table II.

TABLE II

The reproducibility of the measurement of the
TBGP, CGP, MGP, Tj and GTR*

First Second
Subject measure- measure-

Determination no. ment ment

IV-30 91 59
IV-28 57 106

TBGPX 107/kg IV-34 66 51
IV-32 38 53
Mean 63 67

IV-30 45 38
IV-28 29 33

CGPX 107/kg IV-34 26 25
IV-32 15 19
Mean 29 29

IV-30 46 21
IV-28 28 73

MGPX 107/kg IV-34 40 26
IV-32 23 34
Mean 34 38

IV-30 6.5 8.5
IV-28 6.6 6.8

T1 (hrs) IV-34 6.4 5.0
IV-32 7.4 5.5
Mean 6.7 6.5

IV-30 231 115
IV-28 145 259

GTRX 107/kg/day IV-34 170 168
IV-32 86 160
Mean 158 175

* See Table I for abbreviations.

Influence of prednisone on the TBGP, CGP,
MGP, T, and GTR. Each of five subjects was
given an infusion of autogenous, DFP32-labeled
blood (0.15 jug of DFP32 per ml). Control values
for the TBGP, CGP, MGP, Tj and GTRwere
obtained on each of the subjects. The subjects
were then given 40 mg of prednisone daily by the
oral route for 11 days. The absolute granulocyte
count increased an average of 75 per cent (35 to
120) by the eighth day and remained constant
over the next 3 days. Measurements were re-
peated on the eighth day of steroid administration.
The results are presented in Table III.

TABLE III

Influence of prednisone on the TBGP, CGP, MGP, T1 and
GTR*

Before After
Determination prednisone prednisone

TBGPX 107/kg 48 80
(37-55) (54-112)

CGPX 107/kg 29 51
(18-45) (36-69)

MGPX 107/kg 19 29
(10-32) (18-43)

T. (hrs) 6.8 10.3
(6.0-8.4) (9.0-13.1)

GTRX 107/kg/day 119 127
(85-142) (100-153)

* The values represent the means of the determinations
in 5 subjects. The figures in parentheses refer to range.
See Table I for abbreviations.

Prednisone increased the CGPan average of 76
per cent, the MGP53 per cent and the TBGP67
per cent. In spite of this increase, the GTRwas
not altered significantly because of a prolongation
of the Ti.

Influence of exercise on the TBGP, CGP, MGP,
Tj and GTR. In a previous study (2) it was
demonstrated that physical exercise resulted in
a shift of granulocytes from the MGPto the CGP
without an increase in the TBGP.

To determine if exercise influences the rate of
disappearance of granulocytes from the blood, six
subjects were given an infusion of autogenous,
DFP32-labeled blood. The pool sizes were deter-
mined and 6 hours later, at which time the slope
of the disappearance curve was well established,
the subjects ran 440 yards. In none of the sub-
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jects was the slope of the disappearance curve al-
tered following exercise, in spite of the increase in
the concentration of granulocytes in the CGP.
The disappearance curve in a representative sub-
ject is presented in Figure 1.

Since exercise did not influence the slope of the
disappearance curve, the GTRwas calculated for
each of the subjects. The data are summarized in
Table IV. The values for the Tj and for the GTR
were within normal limits.

20 30 40

A.tone in Horpzs

FIG. 1. INFLUENCE OF EXERCISE ON THE GRANULOCYTE
DISAPPEARANCE CURVE AND ON THE CONCENTRATIONOF

GRANULOCYTESIN THE CIRCULATION. Six hours after
the infusion of labeled blood, the subject ran 440 yards.
The specific activity -(cpm/mg WBCN) was the same

immediately after exercise as before exercise, in spite of
the increase in the granulocyte count. Thus, the cells
which were mobilized into the CGP had the same spe-
cific activity as those already present in this pool. Fur-
thermore, this shift of cells into the pool had no influence
on the slope of the disappearance curve.

Influence of epinephrine on the TBGP, CGP,
MGP, Tj and GTR. In the previous publication
(2), evidence was presented that epinephrine, like
physical exercise, results in a shift of granulocytes
from the MGPto the CGP, the TBGPremaining
unchanged.

To determine if epinephrine influences the rate
of disappearance of granulocytes from the blood,
four subjects were given an infusion of autoge-
nous, DFP32-labeled blood to which 0.5 mg of epi-
nephrine was added. The pool sizes and the T1

TABLE IV

Influence of exercise and of epinephrine on the TBGP, CGP,
MGP, Tj and GTR*

Determination Exerciset Epinephrine4

TBGPX 107/kg 53 55
(40-85) (24-91)

CGPX 107/kg 46 35
(35-52) (18-40)

MGPX 107/kg 7 20
0-33) ( 6-52)

Ti'(hrs) 6.7 5.8
(5.5-7.6) (4.6-7.6)

GTRX 107/kg/day 132 185
(102-214) (86-277)

* See Table I for abbreviations.
t Mean values for 6 subjects.
t Mean values for 4 subjects. The figures in parenthe-

ses refer to range.

were then determined. The Tj and the GTR
were within the normal limits in all four subjects
(Table IV).

Influence of bacterial endotoxin on the TBGP,
CGPand MGP. The administration of bacterial
endotoxin in small amounts to human subjects is
associated with a granulocytosis 5 to 10 hours
after the substance is given intravenously (8).
A transient, mild granulocytopenia has been ob-
served in some but not in all subjects 1 to 2 hours
after the intravenous injection of endotoxin.

The influence of endotoxin (highly purified
protein-free lipopolysaccharide from Salmonella
abortus equi) on the TBGP, CGPand MGPwas
determined in six subjects. The pool sizes were
measured on three separate occasions; before the
intravenous administration of 0.1 /ig of bacterial

TABLE V

Influence of bacterial endotoxin on the TBGP,
CGPand MGP*

5.0 Hrs
Before 1.5 Hrs after

Determination endotoxin after endotoxin endotoxin

No. of subjects 6 2 4 6
TBGPX1O7/kg 63 69 108 134

(36-115) (49-89) (88-126) (111-146)
CGPX107/kg 29 20 36 64

(21-36) (13-28) (32-41) (51-95)
MGPX107/kg 34 49 72 70

(9-79) (36-61) (56-85) (34-86)
CGP/MGP 0.86 0.41 0.50 0.91

* The figures in parentheses refer to range. See Table I for abbrevia-
tions.
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FIG. 2. INFLUENCE OF BACTERIAL ENDOTOXIN ON THE

GRANULOCYTEDISAPPEARANCE CURVE AND ON THE CON-
CENTRATION OF GRANULOCYTES IN THE CIRCULATION.

Bacterial endotoxin, 0.1 ug, was injected intravenously
4 hours after the infusion of labeled blood. A mild,
transient granulocytopenia occurred, reaching a maximum
1.5 hours after the endotoxin was given. During the
granulocytopenic phase the specific activity (cpm/mg
WBCN) did not change. As the concentration of
granulocytes in the CGP increased, the specific activity
of the granulocytes decreased sharply, indicating that
unlabeled cells were entering the pool. Thereafter, the
slope of the disappearance curve was altered as compared
with the slope of the curve prior to the administration
of endotoxin.

endotoxin and 1.5 and 5.0 hours after endotoxin
was given. On each occasion the blood was labeled
with 0.1 ,ug of DFP32 per ml of whole blood. The
results are presented in Table V.

A transient granulocytopenia was detected in
two of the six subjects 1.5 hours after endotoxin
was given. In these two subjects there was a shift
of granulocytes from the CGPto the MGP, with-
out an increase in the TBGPat this time. In the
other four subjects, there was an appreciable in-
crease in the TBGP 1.5 hours after endotoxin.
This increase was due primarily to an increase in
MGP.

Five hours after endotoxin administration, both
the CGPand the MGPwere greatly increased but
the ratio of the size of the CGPto the MGPwas

unaltered as compared with the values prior to the
administration of endotoxin.

The influence of endotoxin on the granulocyte
disappearance curve was studied in three subjects.

Four hours after an infusion of autogenous,
DFP32-labeled blood, at which time the slope of
the disappearance curve was established, each sub-
ject was given 0.1 /Ag of endotoxin intravenously.
The results in one subject with a transient early
granulocytopenia are presented in Figure 2.

During the transient granulocytopenic phase
which appeared 1.5 hours after endotoxin adminis-
tration, the rate of decrease in the specific activity
of the granulocytes in the circulation was unal-
tered. This would be expected since removal of
granulocytes from the CGP would not alter the
specific activity of the cells remaining. On the
other hand, during the phase when the granulo-
cyte count was increasing, there was a precipitous
decline in the specific activity of the granulocytes
in the CGP. Thus, during this period unlabeled
granulocytes were entering this compartment di-
luting the specific activity of the cells.

DISCUSSION

In the physiological steady state, the GTR is
equivalent to the rate of production of granulo-
cytes by the bone marrow and the rate of utiliza-
tion of granulocytes by the tissues. The study of
production and destruction rates in patients with
disorders of granulopoiesis should be of consider-
able interest and should add to our understanding
of the pathophysiology of these diseases, just as
a study of red cell production and destruction rates
has added to our understanding of the pathophysi-
ology of the anemias.

Direct quantitative measurement of the GTR
has not been possible heretofore. Our studies in-
dicate that normal subjects produce and utilize
(destroy) 180 X 107 granulocytes per day per kg
of body weight. This value is of the same order of
magnitude as the value of 123 x 107 cells which
Killmann, Cronkite, Fliedner and Bond (9) cal-
culated from the observed ratio between mitoses
in the erythroid and myeloid series, assuming an
equal mitotic time for the two series.

The range of values for the GTR which we
have obtained in normal subjects is wide. This
probably is due in part to cumulative errors in
the methods and in part to physiological variations.
The GTR was reproducible in a given subject
within a factor of two. The variation observed
when the measurements were repeated in the
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same subject 1 month later could have been due to
inaccuracies of the method, to physiological varia-
tions, or to both. Since it is well known that the
leukocyte count varies in a subject from hour to
hour and from day to day, it would be expected
that the GTRwould vary to a greater degree than
the erythrocyte turnover rate. Our experiments
do indicate that the variation in the GTR in a
given subject from time to time is nearly as great
as the differences which are observed beween in-
dividuals. Comparisons between the mean value
of. at least four determinations would seem to be
required before conclusions can be drawn reliably.
The difference between the mean values for the
GTRrepeated in four subjects was 10 per cent.

In addition to the possible sources of error in
the estimation of the blood pools and T4 which
were discussed previously (1, 2, 5), the assump-
tion is made in the calculation of the GTR that
granulocytes do not return from the tissues to the
TBGP. Several observers (10, 11 ) have assumed
that there is an appreciable exchange of granulo-
cytes between blood and tissues. However, ex-
perimental support for the existence of this ex-
change was not obtained by Craddock, Perry,
Ventzke and Lawrence (8) or by Patt, Maloney
and Jackson (12). From our own studies an ap-
preciable return from tissues would seem unlikely,
since the curve of disappearance of labeled cells
from blood is a single exponential which decreases
to background counting rates (1). If labeled
granulocytes returned from the tissues to the
blood, it would be expected that an equilibrium
level would be approached. However, it should
be pointed out that failure to observe such an
equilibrium does not exclude the possibility that
there is some exchange of granulocytes between
these two pools. If. the size of the tissue pool is
sufficiently large by comparison with the TBGP,
then a small return of granulocytes to the circula-
tion may not have been detected. The lower limit
of the size of a tissue pool of granulocytes which
could exist and be compatible with our observa-
tions has been defined elsewhere (13).

In the present investigation perturbations were
induced in the system with physical exercise, epi-
nephrine, prednisone and bacterial endotoxin (Fig-
ure 3). From these studies certain characteristics
of the system can be defined.

Exercise and epinephrine, as reported previously

(2), do not alter the size of the TBGPbut cause
a shift in cells from the MGPto the CGP. This
shift of cells has no influence on the rate of disap-
pearance of cells from the TBGPor on the GTR.
This is further evidence that these two blood pools
can be considered as one pool kinetically. Pred-
nisone, on the other hand, increased the size of
both the CGPand the MGP. The TA was pro-
longed and the GTR was unaltered. Whether
the TBGPwas increased by mobilizing cells from
the bone marrow or by prolonging the rate of re-
moval of cells from the TBGPis not apparent from
our studies. It can be stated that the rate of pro-
duction and utilization of granulocytes at the new
equilibrium level was not increased since the GTR
was unaltered.

The alterations following administration of en-
dotoxin differed from those with prednisone, phys-
ical exercise and epinephrine. Endotoxin pro-
duced two effects, namely, a shift of granulocytes
from the CGPinto the MGPand an influx of cells
into the TBGP. In two of the six subjects mar-
gination preceded the influx of cells into the
TBGP, and a transient neutropenia, that is, (le-
crease in the size of the CGP, occurred. In the

FIG. 3. SCHEMATIC SUMMARYOF THE IINFLUENCE OF
EXERCISE (Ex.), EPINEPHRINE (EP.), PREDNISONE(PRED.)
AND BACTERIAL ENDOTOXIN (ENDO.) ON THIE CIRCULATING
GRANULOCYTEPOOL, MARGINAL GRANULOCYTEPOOL, HALF-
TIME DISAPPEARANCERATE, (IN HOURS), AND GRANULO-
CYTE TURNOVERRATE X 10' CELLS/KG/DAY. The total areas
of the rectangles represent the relative sizes of the
TBGP. The CGP is represented by the open area, the
MGPby the hatched area. The relative values for the
pool sizes for the two subjects with neutropemia 1.5 hours
after the administration of endotoxin are given and are
compared with those of all subjects 5.0 hours after endo-
toxin administration (N = normal, Inc. = increased.)
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other four subjects margination and mobilization
of cells into the TBGP occurred simultaneously.
Although the ratio of the CGPto MGPwas de-
creased, there was no reduction in the size of the
CGPand, therefore, no neutropenia. Five hours
after endotoxin administration, the CGP as well
as the MGPwas greatly increased in all six sub-
jects. Since granulocytes presumably do not
move from the tissues to the blood, the unlabeled
cells which entered the TBGPmust have been re-
leased from the bone marrow pool of granulocytes.
Craddock and co-workers (8) have presented
other evidence that this is the case and they have
suggested that the administration of endotoxin
may be a useful procedure in assessing marrow
granulocyte reserve. It would be interesting to
know if endotoxin increased the GTR. Because
the size of the TBGP was constantly changing
after endotoxin was given, the system was not in a
steady state and this calculation could not be con-
sidered accurate under these conditions.

The GTR is probably influenced by a wide
variety of physiological and pathological factors.
It is to be regretted that our studies in normal sub-
jects have been limited to males. We have not
felt justified in exposing normal females in the
childbearing period of life to even these small
amounts of radiation. Diurnal variations, psy-
chological stress, variation with age, and the in-
fluence of meals on the GTRdeserve study.

SUMMARY

1. The granulocyte turnover rate (GTR) has
been determined in 45 normal male subjects. The
size of the total blood granulocyte pool (TBGP),
circulating granulocyte pool (CGP) and marginal
granulocyte pool (MGP) has been measured in 70
normal male subjects. Perturbations were pro-
duced in the system with prednisone, physical ex-
ercise, epinephrine and bacterial endotoxin, and
the influence of these perturbations on the above
parameters was studied.

2. The mean values + 1 SD, expressed as num-
ber of cells x 107 per kilogram of body weight
were as follows: TBGP, 65.0 + 22.4; CGP, 31.7
+ 11.1; MGP, 33.3 ± 16.0. The mean value for
the half-time disappearance rate (Ti) was 6.6 +
1.16 hours, and for the GTR, 179.9 + 74.3 x
107 granulocytes per kg of body weight per day.

3. Prednisone increased the size of the CGP,
the MGPand the Ti. The GTRwas not altered.

4. Physical exercise and epinephrine produced a
shift of cells from the MGPto the CGP. The size
of the TBGP, the Tj and the GTRwas not in-
fluenced.

5. Bacterial endotoxin produced a shift of cells
from the CGPto the MGPand an influx of cells
into the TBGP from the intramedullary pool of
granulocytes.
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